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Check Your Holdings Today

The Newest Titles: The War in Iraq: A Legal Analysis and International Law and the Changing Character of War

After years of research, William S. Hein & Co., Inc.’s staff has discovered the existence of post-1990 volumes of this very important international law collection.

While many libraries may own portions of the collection, the erratic publication of this series likely means that your standing order has ceased. We encourage you to check your holdings and fill in your missing volumes today, and to keep up-to-date with the latest releases in the collection.

The U. S. Naval War College was established in 1884 at Newport, Rhode Island to allow for the higher study of strategy and tactics by selected Naval Officers and other personnel from joint armed forces schools.

The annual publications of the Naval War College were instituted 17 years later so that materials which had been considered by classes at the College would be made available to Naval Officers when they confronted situations where international law might be applicable.

These volumes now comprise an authoritative American treatment of international maritime law with special reference to naval warfare and operations. Consequently, they have elicited a continued interest of American students outside the service.

- Adapted from 59 Harv. L. Rev. 318-319.

Recent Volumes ...
Volumes 64-87 of International Law Studies

Volume 64
Edited by Horace B. Robertson, Jr.

Volume 65
Targeting Enemy Merchant Shipping (1993)
Edited by Richard J. Grunawalt

Volume 66
Excessive Maritime Claims (1994) By
J. Ashley Roach and Robert W. Smith

Volume 67
Legal and Moral Constraints on Low-Intensity Conflict (1995)
Edited by Alberto R. Coll, James S. Ord and
Stephen A. Rose

Volume 68
Readings on International Law from the Naval War College Review (1995)
Edited by John Norton Moore and Robert F.
Turner

Volume 69
Protection of the Environment During Armed Conflict (1996)
Edited by Richard J. Grunawalt, John E. King
and Ronald S. McClain

Volume 70
Edited by Michael N. Schmitt and Leslie C.
Green

Volume 71
The Law of Armed Conflict: Into the Next Millennium (1998)
Edited by Michael N. Schmitt and Leslie C.
Green

Volume 72
The Law of Military Operations Liber

Volume 73
Amicorum Professor Jack Grunawalt
(1998)
Edited by Michael N. Schmitt

Volume 74
Annotated Supplement to the Commander’s Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations
(1999)
Edited by R. Thomas and James C. Duncan

Volume 75
The Tanker War, 1980-1988: Law and Policy
(2000)
By George K. Walker

Volume 76
International Law Across the Spectrum of Conflict: Essays in Honour of Professor L.C.
Green on the Occasion of His Eightieth Birthday
(2000)
Edited by Michael N. Schmitt

Volume 77
Levi on the Forcible Protection of Nationals Abroad In Memory of Professor Richard B. Levi
Edited by
Thomas C. Wingfield and James E.
Meyen

Volume 78
Legal and Ethical Lessons of NATO’s Kosovo Campaign
Edited by Andru E. Wall

Volume 79
International Law and the War on Terror

Volume 80
Issues in International Law and Military Operations
Edited by Richard B. Jaques

Volume 81
International Law Challenges: Homeland Security and Combating Terrorism
Edited by Thomas McK. Sparks and Glenn M. Sulmasy

Volume 82
The Law of War in the 21st Century: Weaponry and the Use of Force
Edited by Anthony M. Helm

Volume 83
Global Legal Challenges: Command of the Commons, Strategic Communications and Natural Disasters
Edited by Michael D. Carsten

Volume 84
International Law and Military Operations
Edited by Michael D. Carsten

Volume 85
The War in Afghanistan: A Legal Analysis,
Edited by Michael N. Schmitt

Volume 86
The War in Iraq: A Legal Analysis
Edited by Raul A. “Pete” Pedrozo

Volume 87
International Law and the Changing Character of War
Edited by Raul A. (Pete) Pedrozo and Daria P.
Woolslaeager

Available in the full set or by volume. Please inquire for pricing information.
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